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INTRODUCTION
Purpose
The purpose of this report is to develop and present
'arencies suitable for use in art classes In
the secondary schools. At present, there is only a limited
supply of transparencies which in turn limits the art teacher's
use of the overhead projector.
The materials developed as a part of this report should
expand the capabilities of using transparencies in secondary
art teaching. The areas which appear to need most considera-
tion are ceramics, design, color, figure drawing, and per-
spective drawing.
Questions
Some of the questions which must be answered before
development may begin are:
1. What types of transparencies have been developed
for these areas of concentration?
2. What new ideas may be transformed into transparen-
cies for classroom use?
3. What types of transparencies should be produced;
overlays, colored, or single black and white film?
4. What materials and what methods should be used to
keep the production as inexpensive as possible?
25. Should the materials be produced locally or should
they be bought commercially?
6. How would the visual media be used in the classroom?
Procedure
The writer first found what had been developed in this
particular area by reviewing catalog publications and by con-
sulting with companies which produce transparencies. 1 Second-
ary art curricula were reviewed in order to compile a listing
of visual media needed in secondary school art instruction.
Preliminary sketches of each listed item were drawn. These
sketches were discussed with media specialists, university
art professors, and secondary art teachers and corrections
were made on the basis of these discussions. Selected sketches
were made into transparencies and used in a secondary art
class. Minor revisions were made on the basis of experience
gained in the application of the materials in actual class-
room art instruction.
Definition of Terms
Visual Media. Although the term may be used to identify
many types of visual materials such as slides, films, pictures,
and television, it is used to represent transparencies in this
er.
See appendix.
3Secondary School Art
. This term includes art instruc-
tion in both junior high and senior high sen
Hnnamaa o Trnnspnrcncl es . Those which are made entirely
by hand and do not require the use of printing equipment.
REVIEW OP LITERATURE
The overhead projector has become widely accepted as
a basic classroom teaching tool, not only in public schools,
but in many other types of training programs. Many instruc-
tors have asked that their institutions provide overhead pro-
jectors for use in the classroom.
The increasing interest in the use of transparencies
has caused many commercial organizations, including book
publishers, to begin producing transparencies.
Numerous studies have been conducted to determinehow much time is saved by using transparencies and
the quality of learning that results from their use.
One such extensive experiment was conducted at the
University of Texas in I960. There the objective was
to compare results in engineering drawing classes,
some of which were taught was careful use of the
chalkboard and others with projected transparencies.
The experiment, conducted by C. W. Chance, was sup-
ported by funds from the National Defense Education
Act. It required a full semester and involved the
use of 200 transparencies and 800 overlays. The re-
sults showed a saving of 15 minutes of every 6o-min-
ute lecture period when transparencies were used.The experimenter found a measureably higher atten-
tiveness in the transparency groun, which, in final
examinations and final grades, was also significantly
superior to the group taught by chalkboard. It was
not surprising that both students and instructors
favored the use of transparencies.
Teachers planning to use transparencies should
capitalize on the flexibility of their use as well
as the flexibility of the materials themselves. The
pace of use can be adjusted to reouireaents in the
learning situation. For example, the instructor
teaches "directly" with these materials rather than
"throu
... With some materials (such as films)
id with some resources (such as visits to community
nicies) the teacher tends to be replaced for a time.
With transparencies and the overhead projector this
Is not the case. By rent of the roora
by pointing with a pencil, structor nay direct
the students' attention to a particular part or
transparency. If ,od arlsi order of use
can be changed, or one used earlier can be reexa-r.:
.
And all these adjustments can be made by the teacher
at the time they are most appropriate. 2
As has been proven by testing, transparencies are
"one of the most significant developments in still projection
devices. " J
2dgar Dole mentions that "transparencies permit a
large group of students to see the work clearly where only
a small group can see if the blackboard is used."
Also, in Florence Freedman's discussion of the over-
head projector she says, "the principal advantage of the
overhead projector is that the teacher can stand in front
of the room, facing the class while working with the trans-
parencies. "•*
What Has Been Developed
Through the review of literature some of the questions
2. James W. Brown, A. V, Instruction (New York: McGraw-Hill
Inc., 1964), pp. i+72-4?3.
3. Walter Arno Wittich, Audio Visual Materials (New York:
Harper & Brothers, 1962), p. 337.
k. Edgar Dole, Audio Visual Methods in Teaching; (Henry Kolt
and Company, inc., 19597, P. iTo
-
.
5. Florence Freedaan, Classroom Teacher's Guide to Audio Vis
ual Materials (New York: Chilton Company, 196TT, p. 52.
6which were mentioned on page one have been answered. Very
few transparencies which include some of the basic materials
for study, have been made specifically for an; classes. The '
3M Company has produced a packet of transparencies concerned
with line and three dimension. There is also a group of
"Drafting; Aids Transparencies" which is produced for a mechani-
cal drawing class by the Instruct-A-Kits Company in St. Cloud,
Minnesota.
Some companies which sell audio visual equipment were
solicited for art transparencies and there were no trans-
parencies available.
The Education P.esource Information Center did not have
available materials on the subject.
The literature indicates that available transparen-
cies on the market today cannot fulfill an art teacher's
need to teach a variety of art projects.
New Ideas To Be Used For Transparenci es
Although some of the ideas presented in this report
are not completely new to art, they are new in the use of
transparencies. Each author has a different view of a parti-
cular area in art so many different sources were reviewed.
See appendix.
7In his boo 1c of figure drawing, Pcrard states that "the
artist should follow the lines of action." 7 Professor H
lach of Kansas State University states that the body should
be drawn by using simple shapes such as blocks.
The use of color in the transparencies to emphasize
rorlous color schemes ::uch as complementary colors, ad-
jacent colors, and monochromatic color schemes, which are
.ioned in various textbooks, would be a new idea for class-
O
room use.
u
Through the use of a felt tip pen, warer colors,
clear plastic shapes, finger paint, inks or a special grease
pencil, the art teacher can make drawings with color on a
clear sheet of acetate.
The use of overlays to show the gradual process of
drawing an object may improve the technique of step by step
drawing.
.
nother idea for making color schemes for the overhead
projector is the use of curved glass and colored liquids. 3y
setting the glass disks inside of each other and then pouring
colored liquid into these dishes, the color can be projected
the screen. Even though acetate is not used in the project,on
7. Victor Perard, Figure Drawing (New York: Pitman Publish-
ing Corporation, 1956)1 p. W.
8. Carl J. Heym (Peoria, Illinois:
Chas. A. Bennett Company, Inc., 1967), pp. 66-62.
ait could still parallel with the transparency idea. Acetate
could also be used for this project but it would be in much
smaller detail.
What Tyrics of Transparencies Should Be Made
.
The type of transparency depends mainly on the purpose
of the film and the goal the instructor wishes to achieve.
If the purpose is that of a supplement rather than a step by
step learning process, the transparency should be very simple.
For instance, if the teacher wants to show examples of cc:--
plementary colors or cool colors, he could use just one sheet
and apply the color in any pattern or form; but if the teacher
was planning to show that by mixing certain colors other colors
could be made, he would probably use color overlays so the
students could watch the process take place.
By using overlays, the instructor can control the
amount of information being viewed at any one time. This
can help to emphasize certain phases of the learning process.
The colored transparencies can possibly have signifi-
cant effects on the students' learning factors because most
people respond to color better than to black and white mater-
ials. As Carl J. Heyne states in his book Art For Young
America
, "colors have significant effects on a person's
9
;HCe. "
9. Ibid.
, p. 67.
Due to the fact that there are many different factors
involved on deciding which type of filrr. to use, colored or
black and white; single sheet or overlays, the decision
be made by each Individual teacher.
Some of the main types of films are as follows:
One type of film is Diazo film which may be used In
making solid colors. It is sold by Keuffel and Esser Company
in Hoboken, New Jersey for $24.00 per hundred sheets. This
film is less expensive than 3M colored film.
The 3M Company in St. Paul, Minnesota sells many types
of file. Some of the films are listed from the 3K catalogue.
125 - Heavyweight film with a positive clear back-
ground which is burned ash which can be colored with a spec-
ial coloring pencil. It sells for $23.65 per hundred sheets.
127
- Heavyweight film with positive clear background
which shows a black image. It sells for ^28.30 per hundred
sheets.
128
- Heavyweight negative film available in silver,
red, blue, green, and yellow. It produces clear or colored
image on a dark background. It costs $3^.25 per hundred
sheets.
129
- Medium weight film with a positive tinted back-
ground which is available in red, blue, green, and yellow.
It is similar to 12?. It sells for $3^.25 per hundred sheets.
10
133 - Medium weight film with positive clea
with black image. This film is cheaper than 127 but loo
about :ame. The cost is $15.55 per hundred sheets.
- A positive dry photo transparency which sh
fine
•
The price Is $33-35 Per hundred sheet::.
- Heavyweight color positive film which is avail-
able In red, blue, and green. It produces images similar to
type 12?. This film is very expensive. It costs $43.00 per
hundred sheets.
Inexpensive Production
Usually the handmade transparencies are the least ex-
pensive. The use of contact paper for color lifts can be
bought for approximately 30 cents a yard. Six transparencies
could be made from the contact paper, which would make the
cost of each transparency 5 cents. One sheet of 3M 133 film,
which is the least expensive film on the commercial market,
would cost 15 cents. X-ray film, which can be used for many
different types of handmade transparencies, costs only 2 cents
per sheet.
Where Should The Transparencies Be Produced
If the material covers the subjects in a way which is
basically what most art teachers want, then the transparencies
should be sold on the market. It has already been stated pre-
viously that very few art transparencies are now on the market.
11
Lnce each teacher usually uses a different method of
teaching, many of the transparencies should be produced lo-
cally to fit the individual needs of the teacher and students
12
DEVELOPMENTS OF THE TRANSPARENCIES
There are many typos of transparencies which may be
produced locally. Films which may be printed on a thermal
copy machine are more quickly produced. A master drawing is
.sferred from the image to the film.
The Diazo method, which uses ammonia to draw out the
coloring chemicals after the image has been burned off by
ultraviolet light, is more expensive than using black and
white film, but less expensive than other color film.
The Parlab method of using special chemicals to change
the film into a color is expensive and difficult to control.
Ceramics
Ceramic Tools. The transparencies are for advanced
and beginning students. The first transparency in Plate 1
is concerned with introducing the art students to the tools
needed for throwing pottery on a potter's wheel.
This particular transparency was made by using the
133 3M transparency. It is just a black outline of the draw-
ings with block printing. This was made on the thermal
printer. The master is the plate in this paper.
Correct and Incorrect Shapes
. The second group (Plate
2) is an example of good and bad shapes for pottery. The
n objective of the picture is to show that if the pots
e the wrong shapes, such as those in the top row, they
13
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may break before they are finished. If the students learn
the correct shapes to beg >y will not lose as many
pots. This transparency may be printed by using the thermal
copier and number 133 3M film.
Speci al Details of Pottery
. In Plate 3 there is a
concern for special details which must be added to various
pots. This will show the student that, once the main form
is made, the small details are also important. Again, the
thermal copier and 133 3M film are used, with the drawing
being used as the master.
Methods of Glazing
. Once the pottery has been formed,
the clay must be bisque fired and then glazed and fired again.
The problem of glazing can become quite messy unless the stu-
dent is well informed of the various procedures. Sometimes
one method is good but at other times it may not work. In
Plate k, the various methods of glazing are shown so the stu-
dents may see what is best.
The method for making Plate 4 is the same as for the
previous transparencies.
Methods of Stacking Greenware
. Before pottery is fin-
ished, it must be fired two times. The first time the clay
is in the greenware stage, which is just dry clay. The
second time the pottery is fired, it is in the final glazed
;e.
methods of stacking the kiln in the greenware stage

POURING
BRUSHING
1?
SPRAYING
(a
BLOWING
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(Plate 5) must be correct so the pottery will not break. The
pottery in the glazedware stage must not touch other pottery.
To prevent them from touching, special stacking materials are
used (Plate 6).
The 3M number 133 film and thermal copier were used
for making this transparency.
Once the pottery has been stacked, it is ready to fire.
Firing the Kiln
.
Most of the transparencies were geared
toward the beginning student in pottery. The films in Plate
7-11 are for the more advanced students.
There are colored overlays to show the color of the
fire and cones at each different firing temperature. The Diazo
method or Parlab method may be used to develop the colored
material. If these two methods are not available, colored
pencils can be used to provide the coloring.
The first film can be on number 133 or 127 3M film
which would be a dark outline of the shapes. Plates 8, 9,
and 10 are Diazo overlays. They can be used to teach the
students how to check kiln temperatures. Each overlay shows
the appearance of the cones at a higher temperature. This
can be done more quickly and easily than by having each in-
dividual look into the peep hole on a kiln while it is firing.
1 dents have learned what to look for, they could
quickly Judge the correct approximate temperature of a firing
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FIRING TEMPERATURE SHOULD BE APPROXIMATELY
1900° F. THE COLOR OF THE FLAME SHOULD BE
YELLOW
.
I. STILL TOO COOL
-.
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2. STILL COOL BUT WATCH CAREFULLY,
(approx. i850°F.)
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3. TIME TO SHUT FIRE OFF. ( approx. temp. I900°F. )
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DULL RED
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I706°F.
CHERRY RED
OR ORANGE
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I904°F.
YELLOW
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YELLOW
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WHITE
I400°C.
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P'i rare Drawing
Basic Method of Drat.'Vr;.- t'.-,--; M?Te Adult . In Plate 12
the main objective is to introduce the students to a simple
method of drawing and measuring the human figure. The stu-
dent will not be using this method all of the time; but it
is a crutch for those who have problems with proportion.
Basic Method of Drawing the Female Adult . The woman
is usually smaller than the man and some of the angles are
different. The picture in Plate 13 is of a woman.
The method for making the transparency was by using
number 125 3M film to make a colored transparency.
Basic Measurements and Planes of the Face . The pro-
portions of the face are one of the hardest parts of the
figure for students to draw (Plate 14). By using mimeographed
copies to follow along in class, the students may quickly
learn the proportions of the face.
The film shows the various planes of the face. The
right side of the film was left blank because the drawing
may be done in class. The film is number 133 3M> which is
used on the thermal copier.
Foreshortening; the Figure . Plate 15 shows how a body
looks when it is viewed from different angles. The other
limbs of the body may appear foreshortened also (Plate lo).
Trying to describe the theory of foreshortening can
become quite complicated unless there are some visual mater-
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ials. The transparency is number 133 film.
The Hand. Det s of the human body can be quite hare
to draw unless the students have some idea where to start.
The hand (Plate 1?) has many detailed lines, which are some-
times hard to pick out unless they are seen in a drawing.
This transparency shows some of these necessary lines. By
looking at the picture, the students can learn what types of
detail to use.
The film can be number 133 3M. The thermal copier can
be used.
The Foot
.
The foot is a complicated part of the body
which needs careful study (Plate 18). By observing the out-
line drawings, the student can acquire a better understanding
of the limb.
Showing the details of the toes and the ankle will help
the students understand the main lines of the foot.
Perspective Drawl n?
One Point . The one point perspective in Plate 19 is
used to show how parallel lines appear to converge as they
go toward the horizon. Learning perspective like this helps
students show depth in their pictures.
The transparency was made on the thermal copier with
number 133 film.
Square Grid Perspective . By using a square grid, such

3^
S5
35
a window, the perspective may be more obvious to the viewer.
The students may have an opportunity to practice this me ;
(Plate 20).
The thermal copier was used for this picture.
Two Point Perspective
. To teach how to draw objects
which have parallel sides, two point perspective is sometimes
used (Plate 21). Through this method, the students may learn
to draw anything from books to houses.
The thermal copier and number 133 film were used to
make this transparency.
The next picture (Plate 22) shows an example of using
two point perspective to draw a building. The film used in
this picture is 3M 133.
Three Point Perspective
. Perspective may have many
vanishing points, but three point is usually as many as the
ordinary art class will use. The use of three points is com-
monly found when long objects are being drawn (Plate 23).
The 133 film is used on the thermal copier for this picture.
Drawing Three Dimension
"The difference between the person who knows how -co
draw and the person who does not is that the person who knows
is able to draw into the flat surface of the paper, giving a
feeling of depth or three dimension. The person who cannot
draw tends to draw "flat" with little feeling for three dimen-
\\ fyY
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sion or depth." The main objective of the three dimension
transparencies is to show the students each of the seven main
principals of drawl r.- lenslon.
The Seven Laws. Plate number 2k was typed on the Eas-
ter sheet and then run through the thermal copier. All of
the other pictures (Plates 25-31) were made on the thermal
copier with number 133 film.
1. Surface - This law shows that if an object is placed
closer to the bottom of the page, it will appear closer to
the viewer (Plate 25).
2. Size - This shows that larger objects appear to
be closer to the viewer than the smaller objects (Plate 26).
3. Surface Lines - The surface lines can show the
direction of turning and position of a certain object by
their direction (Plate 27).
k. Overlapping - By showing one object crossing over
another, the objects may appear to go back in space (Plate 23).
5. Shading - The object has a volumetric feeling if
shading is added to the shadowed areas (Plate 29)
.
6. Density - If one object is darker than another or
if it is more solid than another, it should appear closer to
the viewer (Plate 30).
10. Bruce Mclntyre, Drawing Textbook (Santa Ana, California:
Bruce Mclntyre, 1908),' p. 10.
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DRAWING THREE DEMENSION
THERE ARE SEVEN MAIN POINTS.
1. SURFACE
2. SIZE
3. SURFACE LINES
4. OVERLAPING
5. SHADING
6. DENSITY
7. FORESHORTENING
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7. Foreshortening - The figure is distorted to make
one part of it appear closer than another part (Plate 31).
The Six Main Elements of Design
The six main elements of design are line, color, shape,
composition, texture, and light and shade. These elements
are typed out so the students may first read the six main
elements. Line, shape, light and shade, and composition
will be made on the thermal copier. The two elements color
and texture will be handmade by using textured and colored
adhesive transparency material.
1. Line - Line is one of the six major elements of
design. Line can form many patterns. This transparency
(Plate 3^) will show some of the different patterns formed
by line. The 3M 133 film is good enough for lines.
2. Color - Color can add great variety and beauty to
design. It can be very effective when compared to black and
white. Plate 35 is an example of color in design. This type
of transparency should be made by hand with adhesive color
strips.
3. Shape - When a line is drawn in many different
directions, line sometimes forms shapes (Plate 36). Shapes
can have curved or straight edges or both. The 3M 133 film
fine for this film.
4. Composition - Composition is the arrangement of
50
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DESIGN
DESIGN CONSISTS OF SIX MAIN ELEMENTS.
1. LINE
2. COLOR
3. SHAPE
4. COMPOSITION
5. TEXTURE
6. LIGHT AND SHADE
M
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the materials on the paper. This transparency (Plate 37)
shows the difference between good and bad composition. Com-
position is concerned with balance, format, and center of
interest. The 133 thereofax film could work fine for this
project.
5. Texture - Texture is concerned with things such
as roughness and smoothness or various types of patterns
such as checkered. The adhesive patterns on a master sheet
with Diazo film would produce a good effect for Plate 38.
6. Light and Shade - Without light and shade, there
would not be very much contrast in many designs. Light and
shade are usually white and black which can be mixed with
color or toned into grays.
This transparency is hard to make with just grays.
One of the best ways to make it is on the photo copier.
Color
Color Wheel
.
The color wheel consists of the three
primary and the three secondary colors plus at least six
intermediate colors. Various color combinations such as
complementary colors and adjacent colors can be found on
the color wheel. The film can be made by using adhesive
colored plastic with some use of the March marking pens on
clear acetate (Plate 40).
Cool Colors. Cool colors are those such as blue and
5?
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een. The transparency consists of various ccol colors wh
gn. The adhesive colored plastic on clear acetate
is fine (Plate 41 )
.
Warm Colors
. Red, yellow, and orange are warm colors.
These colors are used to make a design. The adhesive plastic
can be used on clear acetate (Plate 42).
Color Terms
. There are many terms which are referred
to when speaking about color. This film contains several of
these various terms. Some of these terms are complementary
colors, primary colors, secondary colors, adjacent colors,
monochromatic color:;, harmonious colors, split-complement;
colors, and triad (Plate 43).
The 3M 133 film will work fine for this transparency.
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COLOR TERMS
INTENSITY
MONOCHROMATIC
MUDDINESS
6k
PRIMARY COLORS
SECONDARY COLORS
INTERMEDIATE COLORS
COMPLEMENTARY COLORS
SPLIT COMPLEMENTARY COLORS
ADJACENT COLORS
ANALOGOUS COLORS
TRIAD
HUE
VALUE t |
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SUMMARY
The purpose of the report was to determine what types
of transparencies had been developed for art and to deve
a set of transparencies which could improve art instruction
at the secondary level.
Walter Wittich said, "transparencies are one of the
most significant developments in still projection devices."11
Since very few transparencies have been developed in the art
field except the geometric drawing area, there appeared to
be a greao need for new materials.
Some methods of making transparencies which are not
used commercially for art, such as the use of handmade mater-
ials and color, were explained in detail.
Examples of transparencies such as overlays and color-
ed films were introduced as types of transparencies which
may be made by the teacher.
"he films vary in type and price range to fit almost
any neec;. The quickest and easiest method of making a trans-
parency is c^' using the thermal copier with 3M film. The
ipest film is exposed x-ray film which costs 2 cents per
sheet. Contact paper, which is used for color lifts, sells
for about 5 cents per sheet. The commercial films range in
pric 5 cents to 50 cents a sheet.
-, loc. cit.
.
for Improving the teaching of cere Los,
drawing, drawing, t; aislon drawing, ele-
color could help come art teach';. .
By using several of these transparencies during the
past year, the writer was able to hold the attention of the
students more easily. When the instructor has the attention
of the students, they usually learn more.
It is suggested that each art teacher appraise his
hod of teaching to find if the transparencies would be
capable of helping him to better perform his duty. Each
art instructor may have a different way of presenting mater-
ial, but most teachers must teach the same basic rules.
6?
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APPENDIX
FELT OOARD . AIDS
PHONE AREA 31 I
January 17, 1963
Mr. Roger N. Tyshing
612 W. 3rd
Junction City, Kansas 66441
Deer Mr. Tyshing:
I am very sorry that we do not have the transparencies for the Junior
High art class you requested.
We specialize in visual aids for use on felt and flannel boards.
Very truly yours,
DFH/ja
Enc.
Donald F. Hetchler, President
THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
TIM 3«ATO«T
UrdH*::—IMW. l?rhA*aMM
nary 24, 1968
Mr. Roger Tipling
612 West Third
Junction ' E-ty, Kansas
Dear Sir:
at our institution are prepared by or for our staff.
It is so easy to produce one's own transparencies, less expensive
and these materials are "tailot-made" to fit each instructor's
teaching techniques.
ar as I know, there are very few commercially made overhead
transparencies in the subject area of art.
One quite popular transparency which is made over and over (and
which I suggest you explore the possibilities of making one your-
self), shows the combinations of red, blue and yellow very effectively
proving what happens when you nix these colors.
Sincerely,
Patricia A. Macfclin, Supervisor
"::ucational Media Laboratory
/A,
PAM:.jl
WQSU.WCl uelloMl tUHa-TV ' Mm '..- Imtttuu lor Utuuitm <•; tttftwTV • Ttuhhil Alii
,
STANFORD UNIVERSITY
STANFORD, • IFOl II 94305
FOR C< •' I Nil a ; . : , M, |]
...u>.- on l':>lin»ll..Hal Maiij sin) I'.-. Imology
IAPY U,
.
Tl PL I
: SAS
M -.
. I j.. . OUR 1NQUI RY.
. ["ABLISHED HERE LATE IN 1967,
.... INITIAL DECISIONS ) INVEST TIME AND EFFORT
:STABL1SHING COMPUTERIZED BIBLIOGRAPHIC FILES. SUCH
S, WITH EACH REFERENCE INDEXED WITH MULTIPLE SUBJECT
RIPTORS, WILL ENABLE US TO RESPOND PROMPTLY TO USE,^;
:l ES.
AT THE PRESENT T, E, NEARLY ALL OUR ENERGIES ARE BEING
STED TO ESTABLISHING THESE FILES, AND OUR USER SERVICES
MUST ... ... rED. SOME MOUTHS Fl l| M THE
FILES ARE COMPLETED, WE EXPECT THE INVESTMENT TO PAY OFF
DSOMELY. WE HOPE YOU WILL RESUBMIT YOUR REQUEST THEN>
IING IT AS SPECIFIC AS POSSIBLE.
TO HELP KEEP YOU INF ..'EOS, ,:E ARE PUTTING
.'. IE ON OUR ;t.
, 1 IANK YOU FOR YOUR INTEREST IN THE CLEARINGHOUSE.
SINCERELY,
DON' H. CO!
DIRECTOR OF USER SERVICES
iU.qj4CS% *G»*a l>UkW«wO»
"S.
Your request, is actually outside the charter f this
clearinghouse. Wo are primarily responsible for
collecting documents relevant to the comparative
performance of the various media themselves and not
r.aterials disseminated by them.
is, however, an information center outside the
system which concentrates specifically on indexing
the "non-book" media materials. This is the National
Information Center for Educational Media (NICEM) at
ersity of Southern California. You mi^ht write
to Clonn McHurry, Director of that canter, at. the USC
School of Performing Arts, Cinema, and Film Distribution,
University Park, Los Angeles, Cal.
, 90007.
Another source would be "Guides to the Selection and
Evaluation of Newer Educational Media" or. pages 11-15
of the January 1957 Audiovisual Instruction
. This four
page listing of bibliographies includes the most
useful references in the area, including KcGraw Hill's
comprehensive, lk-volume Educational Media Index.
dc
_ s
.
i
i of no
and
Mill
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'
.
.. ORANGE, NEW JERSEY 07018 • PHONE: 201-676-6500
.J UTILIZATION OP
. 3.MDARY
SCHOOL ART INSTRUC \
by
ROGER NOEL TIPLING
3. S. , Kansas State University, i960
AN ABSTRACT OP A MASTER'S REPORT
submitted in partial fulfillment of the
requirements for the degree
MASTER OF SCIENCE
College of Education
KANSAS STATS UNIVERSITY
.-as
1963
n purpose of the report was to develop a
° r
•
'enoles which could be utilized by the secondary
art classes.
Some questions were asked which considered transparency
development. What has been developed? What new ideas can
be used for transparencies? What types of transparencies
s:'-°-l ade? What methods of inexpensive production can
be used? Where should the transparencies be produced?
After soliciting some companies that produce audio-
visual materials, it was found that very few transparencies
re developed for secondary art classes.
Some of the new ideas for art transparencies concerned
color overlays and color lifts.
The least expensive transparency is the handmade trans-
aicj
,
which is made with exposed x-ray film. Another inex-
pensive film is plain contact shelf paper. The most rapid
-od of printing transparencies Involves the use of a thermal
copy machine and a master copy.
Biazo color film is less expensive than thermal colored
film, but requires more time for production.
If an art teacher is teaching basic art methods, the
set of transparencies developed as a part of this study could
be usi.. If the teacher has a special method for teaching a
certain subject, however, he i cd -o develop his own trar.s-
2relopment stage of the transparencies oov<
rawing, perspective draw
wing three dimension, six main elements of design, and
color. Each of these subjects was broken down into smaller
.
Sach transparency was represented by a plate. The
description of what the transparency did and how it was made
were included.
It was recommended that the art teacher use the thermal
copy process whenever possible, because of the ease with which
transparencies could be produced.
.
T! 3 teacher should appra.se his methods of teaching
to see if the use of these transparencies can be helpful.
Most of this material covers basic points in art .ducation,
and most teachers should be able to use them.
